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Abstract: Information-Centric Networking (ICN) is considered a viable strategy
for regulating Internet consumption using the Internet’s underlying architecture.
Although Named Data Networking (NDN) and its reference-based implementa-
tion, the NDN Forwarding Daemon (NFD), are the most established ICN solu-
tions, their vulnerability to the Content Poisoning Attack (CPA) is regarded as
a severe threat that might dramatically impact this architecture. Content Poisoning
can significantly minimize the impact of NDN’s universal data caching. Using
verification signatures to protect against content poisoning attacks may be imprac-
tical due to the associated costs and the volume of messages sent across the net-
work, resulting in high computational costs. Therefore, in this research, we
designed a method in NDN called Bird Swarm Optimization Algorithm-Based
Content Poisoning Mitigation (BSO-Content Poisoning Mitigation Scheme). By
aggregating the security information of entire routers along the full path, this sys-
tem introduces the BSO to explore the secure transmission path and alter the con-
tent retrieval procedure. Meanwhile, based on the determined trustworthy value of
each node, the BSO-Content Poisoning Mitigation Scheme can bypass malicious
routers, preventing them from disseminating illicit content in the future. Addition-
ally, the suggested technique can minimize content poisoning utilizing removing
erroneous Data packets from the cache-store during the pathfinding process. The
proposed method has been subjected to extensive analysis compared with the
ROM scheme and improved performance justified in several metrics. BSO-Con-
tent Poisoning Mitigation Scheme is more efficient and faster than the ROM tech-
nique in obtaining valid Data packets and resulting in a higher good cache hit ratio
in a comparatively less amount of time.

Keywords: Named data network; content poisoning; bird swarm optimization;
content validation; fake content

1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) is built on an ever-increasing number of small, embedded devices and
advances in wireless technology that allows objects to communicate, analyze and synchronize with other
IoT objects. Despite the extensive research on IoT, its definition remains ambiguous. According to most
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reports, it is a global network of intelligent devices capable of perceiving and responding to their
environments. These changes promise to significantly increase the quantity of data that the network can
carry. Due to IoT devices’ resource constraints compared to traditional Internet hosts, scalable
architecture is necessary to enable data transmission over the web. IoT data is often sparse and fleeting
compared to Internet content, which is massive and persistent over time. As a result, Smart Home, Smart
Health Care, and other critical domain applications, such as those on the Internet of Things, have many
requirements. Additionally, they are more receptive to information than to direct conversation. Despite
these different characteristics of IoT systems, the research community has been hard at work constructing
a massive networking protocol stack to enable communications that depend on IoT. The established
communication paradigm depends on the Internet and is developed from a network-centric perspective.
Each content request begins with a source node locating and identifying the storage location of the
requested content. Notably, this mode of thought has persisted for forty years. It was inevitably ended
with time. Now, nodes have a range of network interfaces associated with different sorts of access.
Because of upgrading the IPv6 protocol, each interface now has a worldwide address network. Apart
from that, Internet has grown into an overlay network in which individuals share material rather than a
collection of interconnected networks. The more frequent “one-to-many” and “many-to-many” Internet
traffic patterns have supplanted the conventional “one-to-one” Internet traffic pattern. Apart from its
evolution, the Internet’s current design has several shortcomings in content distribution efficiency,
scalability, mobility, and security. As a result of these challenges, the Internet must be reformed to ensure
its continued healthy and sustainable growth [1].

Numerous researchers have concentrated on this issue. The researcher in [2] tried to address this issue
adequately to reference one case study. They’ve developed a concept known as Information-Centric
Networking (ICN). The latter suggests a transition from a network-centric to a content-centric orientation.
Users can now request material by name rather than by network localization. ICN assigns each material
item a unique, permanent, and location-independent term. ICN includes multicast capability, as well as
caching and name-based routing. This indicates that ICN can become a critical technology for data
delivery in IoT networks. Numerous studies have already been conducted on this subject. Because data
can be provided via an intermediate node, in-network caching enables producers to obtain data quickly.
This reduces network traffic while increasing data retrieval speed. As a result, resource-constrained IoT
devices benefit from ICN’s low dissemination latency, decreased bandwidth consumption, and lower
energy consumption. Although caching is not a novel concept, it has been widely implemented on the
Internet, peer-to-peer systems, and Content Distribution Networks (CDNs). On the other hand, ICN’s in-
network caching is more substantial and more complex to deploy than other caching systems available
today. To begin, it is entirely transparent and eliminates the need for a third-party program to cache
content. Because caching is feasible on any ICN node, it is common [3]. It’s critical to remember that in-
network caching only retains the most recent version of sensed data, making it incompatible with
programs that rely on older metrics, such as health apps.

Information-Centric Networking (ICN) pioneered by NDN [4]. NDN is also known as a name-based
network since packets are identified and transmitted to identify the contents. IP-based networks forward
packets according to the packet address or port number they include [5]. NDN and IP-based networks
diverge here in terms of network topology. NDN uses interest packets and data packets, both of which
NDN employs. The name of the content is contained in a string in both types of boxes [6]. When it
comes to interest packets, they have the information sought by the user, whereas data packets include the
actual data [7]. It is feasible to send data packets to receive interest packets with specific content [6]. The
material’s originator uploads a few files to a server for dissemination. Routers construct their forwarding
databases using the contents’ name prefixes [7]. The hop-by-hop method is used for packet forwarding.
The NDN router is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Forwarded interest base (FIB), content store (CS), and pending interest table (PIT) are all components of
the NDN. FIB keeps track of the interfaces of interest packets as they are forwarded upstream and the
Longest Prefix Matching (LPM) when delivering them. Content producers and providers have interfaces
that may or may not have the necessary data.

Until interest packets are consumed, or their shelf life expires, PIT keeps on to them. It finds PIT entries
using the Exact Matching (EM) method and simultaneously transmits many interest packets. When many
interest packets come for the same piece of information, only one is sent out; the rest are held in PIT
until the matching data packet arrives. For the most part, CS’s goal is to make material retrieval and
delivery faster. A temporary data cache is used when many people are requesting the same thing at the
same time, such as watching a movie. CS searches for CS entries using the EM approach as well. Fig. 2
[8] depicts the transmission of an interest packet at the NDN router’s interface.

Figure 1: Components of NDN router

Figure 2: Forwarding process in NDN
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If the router already has a copy of the requested data packet in its cache, it doesn’t need to look for it
again. The data packet follows suit as soon as the interest packet is sent. PIT is searched if CS does not
contain an entry for an interest packet. An entry matching the specified entry may exist in the PIT’s list
of incoming interfaces. The router creates a new interest record and utilizes LPM to identify the next hop
before forwarding it to the FIB for lack of a match. When a data packet reaches the NDN router, the
steps were followed: The router examines each PIT entry. When a data packet hits a game in the PIT, the
router forwards it to the PIT-connected interfaces and deletes the previous one. The router’s caching
policy may modify the CS if the data packet is cached. If the PIT does not contain a matching entry, the
data packet is dropped (for a lifetime or another reason) [9].

Rather than using an IP prefix, NDN users transmit their requests via Interest messages, including a
name prefix (a name identifier). Networks are tasked with retrieving any Content messages linked with an
Interest message, regardless of whether their names exactly match. To retrace its steps back to its original
position, Content follows the path reversed by Interest to re-connect with its intended recipient. Thus, the
Content message can be stored as effectively as feasible in intervening nodes for future requests.
Additionally, pervasive caching is critical for reducing latency and bandwidth use [10]. While pervasive
caching improves response time, decreases bandwidth consumption, and reduces the original server load
in emerging networks, cache poisoning attacks significantly degrade pervasive caching and networks.
Cache poisoning attacks are difficult to mitigate with NDN, making performance optimization challenges.
The NDN architecture incorporates producer signatures into content packets and provides means for users
to authenticate and verify their signatures [11]. Because of the related expenses and the number of
messages carried over the network, using signature verification in intermediate routers to advise against
cache poisoning may not be a realistic solution. Unlike cryptographic techniques, which require an
authorized entity and additional computations, trust-based procedures do not. As a result, the trust-based
approach is available to prevent cache poisoning while also encouraging users to share trusted material.
This paper’s major contribution is as follows:

� Calculate the trust value for each node.

� Add a table that maintains the velocity and position of the node used in the forwarding mechanism
using Bird Swarm Optimization.

� Delete fake data based on the hash value then update position and velocity.

The remaining paper is structured in the following way. A review of related work in Named Data
Network content validation using trust management has been given in Section II. Section III provides a
brief explanation of the proposed method. Section IV contains the experimental analysis and Section V
includes the conclusion.

2 Related Works

Named data networking is at risk from content poisoning. A forged signature certifies the fake content,
which is then injected into the cache. Attackers can employ digital signature forged data to convey bogus data
to a target system in a content poisoning attack by taking over the intermediary router. In recent years,
researchers have developed a variety of strategies for defending against content poisoning attacks. To
protect against content poisoning attacks, numerous ways for detecting retrieved Data packets via
signature verification by intermediary routers [12–14] have been proposed. If an attacker gains control of
the transmission line’s routers, these tactics may fail. This type of poisoning assault is more harmful
since, unlike the malicious content server, the routers cannot be quickly shut down and the attackers are
more difficult to trace down if they replace the controlled routers on a regular basis. Additionally, they
are more difficult to identify. The incorporation of reputation-based trust in NDN could improve an
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Internet of Things (IoT) environment prone to security challenges. Numerous researchers have realized that
ICN is ideally suited to address the new challenges provided by the Internet of Things. According to the
authors of Reference [15], the IP paradigm imposes numerous security and integration requirements in
such environments, hence increasing their complexity. By contrast, ICN’s retrieved named data is
semantically aligned by default, making it easier to use and its basic capabilities can assist in meeting
other critical network-related requirements, such as greater energy efficiency, security and robustness [16].

Currently, only two types of strategies for identifying and reducing CPA have been proposed: (a)
verification reduction and (b) feedback-based techniques (or exclusion). To use NDN, content providers
must sign and verify each Data packet they provide. To obtain the right data, consumers and routers must
validate the signature. On the other hand, doing several verifications on each piece of data when using
signature verification places a significant administrative strain on routers. As a result, intermediate routers
should not have to do on-the-fly signature checks. Because routers cannot validate all signatures on
forwarded or cached data packets, content poisoning attacks are conceivable [17]. Data must be signed
with a wrong (private) key or have an invalid signature to be considered corrupted. Corrupted and
fabricated data packets are referred to as poisoned material. While the attacker isolates legitimate content,
he utilizes a poisoning approach to propagate infected files throughout the network. To initiate this form
of attack, poisoned Data packets with the same name as those indicated in an Interest are utilized. On its
way back to the consumer, poisoned content contaminates intermediary router caches, where it may be
utilized in the future to serve the sender’s goals. A more serious concern is that the receiver may be
unable to proceed to authentic content sources following the issuance of a reissued Interest with poisoned
content omitted, even if the reissued Interest’s recipient verifies the receiver’s signature. The energy
efficiency advantage of NDN is diminished when contaminated content is transmitted via caching,
delivery and signature verification [18]. One approach of preventing content poisoning is to use self-
certifying content names, the final component of which is the content’s hash value [19,20]. The validity
of a Data packet can be verified without performing signature verification by correlating it to the hash
function included together within Interest. This strategy, however, is confined to static content because
the hash value of periodically generated content cannot be calculated or illuminated a priority.

Prefix hijacking is largely responsible for the content poisoning assault [17]. With no reliable
authentication or permission, anyone can advertise content under any prefix, making it simpler for
harmful information to spread. Data providers can serve content under a namespace to which they have
been granted permission [18]. It has been considered that interest key binding (IKB) [21,22] protects
users from retrieving potentially hazardous items unintentionally. When issuing an Interest, IKB requires
that each consumer provide the publisher’s public key digest (PPKD) in the Key Locator field of its Data
packets, as well as the content creator’s public key. While each NDN router is not required to receive,
retain, or parse public key certificates, or to execute revocation or expiration checks, each Data packet
must be verified, placing an obstacle on NDN routers. A mitigating technique based on a cached content
ranking algorithm has been described [23]. It seeks to distinguish authentic content from poisoned
content and to prioritize valid content in response to consumer interests, based on observed consumer
behavior. Recent exclusions have a lower ranking than previous inclusions. NDN does not have a
patented method of omitting items. Along with avoiding hazardous content, customers might avoid a
publisher or version they dislike. When object ranking is combined with recent exclusion history, content
poisoning may be difficult to explain effectively.

A router, according to Rebiro et al. [24], could accept caching all of the Data it forwards but validate it
only when a cache-hit happens. Successfully confirmed data packets are prioritized in the CS without further
verification. Despite this, authentication for popular content is still required, putting enormous strain on
networks. On the other hand, our on-demand signature verification would greatly minimize the
verification pressure on NDN routers. Verification attacks, in which malicious clients repeatedly re-issue
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false Data to generate cache hits for unpopular content, can also increase the stress on the router. For
example, Rebeiro et al. [25] analyzed the verification attack and proposed a defense strategy based on the
link between the amount of serving content and the number of cache-hit events. All routers in the
network must check the signature of the contents based on predefined probabilities. The article presented
a similar strategy termed ‘Lossy Caching’ in [26,27]. Lossy Caching verifies and caches content with a
high degree of assurance. As a result of the lower probability, overhead is minimized. Probability, on the
other hand, influences both the hit ratio and the freshness of network caches. As the likelihood falls,
verification and caching are limited to more popular content, while caches are more likely to contain
obsolete content. As a result, determining the best probability value is difficult. Because of the close link
between Lossy Caching and Probabilistic Caching, this method is challenging to implement with a
variety of cache replacement policies.

On-path content poisoning was investigated by DiBenedetto and Papadopoulos [28]. They devised a
new technique for detecting, reporting and avoiding poisoned information by using the verification work
that consumer must do anyway and NDN’s adaptive and stateful forwarding plane [29]. Alternative
forwarding solutions are being studied in response to poisoned content allegations from consumers. The
goal is to restore legitimate content retrieval. In this proposed system, customers are required to provide
further reports to routers and routers must keep a list of arriving Data packets’ names and faces, as well
as actively transmit traffic to investigate alternate valid channels. This could put a burden on consumers
and routers equally. Router-oriented mitigation (ROM) of content poisoning [30] is a strategy that is quite
similar to that described in [28]. It guards against poisoning of content during transfer by blocking access
to malicious routers briefly. As a result, more trustworthy routers are more likely to be included in the
transmission chain. On-path attackers must be stopped or avoided in the network. Consumers can be
trusted and will not send back false verification results, which may occur in practice.

To enforce various security policies, [31] constructed designs based on capabilities and put them in NDN
packets. The Merkle Hash Tree-based one-time signature mechanism is used to generate and verify
lightweight capabilities [32,33]. NDN nodes can validate data by verifying their capability, which is
included in each data packet. Due to the inability of these data packets to be validated, any fraudulent or
malicious data packets will be lost. Even if the verification overhead is lower than with NDN, such
capability-based security enforcement architectures do not relieve routers of the burden of verifying each
Data packet that passes by, but rather impose additional burdens on routers in terms of maintaining
capability information up to date.

In this paper, we proposed a bird swarm optimization content poisoning mitigation scheme based on the
trust or credibility of the content in each router. In the event of content poisoning, Bird Swarm Optimization
(BSO) investigates the secure data transfer path.

3 Proposed Method

3.1 Preliminaries

Prefixes and outgoing interfaces are saved in FIB, a table in NDN used to forward Interest packets.
Before forwarding interest packets, BSO-Content Poisoning performs a link velocity update to verify the
safety of each path. As a result, each router needs keep a “Position Velocity table” (PV table) to
determine the most secure forwarding path, which is determined in the BSO-Content Poisoning method
via a Bird Swarm path finding process. Typically, PV tables at routers contain the following information:
the contents name, the associated interface Iij from one router to another (RTi to RTj), the associated
position fijðtÞ from one router to another (RTi to RTj) and the forwarding velocity Pij. The fijðtÞ and Pij

variable can be updated and cleared during the bird swarm path finding method. Nodes can compute Pij

and use its ranking to determine which interface to use when forwarding a packet based on fijðtÞ.
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In practice, the PV table will consume just a small amount of memory because it is used to store erroneous
data. When an Interest packet arrives, RTi will initially search the PV table. If the PV table has the matching
name, the Interest packet will be forwarded based on the Pij ranking in the PV table. If the FIB and RTi do not
match, the standard NDN technique will be utilized. When an Interest packet is received, router RTi checks
the PV table first in Tab. 1.

For example, RT5 has three interfaces that correspond to “Name A” (P53), indicating that RT5 will send
Interest packets to RT3 via the I53 interface. These interfaces are ranked in ascending order (P53 > P59 > P56).
As a result, a more secure strategy will be employed to acquire content C1 ! RT1 ! RT5 !
RT3 ! RT4 ! L1 where C1 is consumer and L1 is legitimate producer.

Additionally, each router’s interface Iij stores a Trust Value ðTVijÞ that describes the neighboring router
RTj’s credibility. Increased TVij equates to increased credibility for RTj. Eq. (1) can be used to deduce TVij as:

TVij ¼ k 1 � NE

ND

� �
(1)

The value ND represents the number of items received by RTi in relation to the interface Iij. NE is the
total number of Exclude packets delivered by Iij within a T-minute period pointing to data received from Iij.
And the routers’ credibility value is set to λ by default. The greater the number of Exclude packets sent from
RTj to a router RTi, the more cause we have to consider the link between RTi and RTj is harmful. TVij is used
to initialize fijðt0Þ at the start of each statistical period T. When an Exclude packet arrives at RTi for the first
time, an entry is often created in the PV table. After a certain number of statistics periods without receiving
any Exclude packets, the entry in the PV table is erased. When calculating TVij, the names of the data packets
received from the router RTj must be tracked in a list maintained by each of the interfaces of the routers in
RTi:ND and NE are counted and removed from the Data Name list at the conclusion of the statistics period T.
Fitness function for each node can be calculated using below Eq. (2).

lðtÞ ¼ B1Dt þ B2

n� 1

Xn
i¼1

Didi
di þ 1

(2)

where t denotes current node, n is number of nodes, Di is the node’s residual energy, Dt denotes current
node’s energy and di is the distance between the node i. B2 and B1 are the neighbor node energy co-
efficient and current node’s weight co-efficient respectively and B2 þ B1 ¼ 1 where B2; B1 2 f0; 1g.

3.2 BSO–Content Poisoning Mitigation Framework

Using this strategy, the customer periodically releases Interest packets to initiate the path finding mechanism,
which is subsequently responded to by the manufacturer with Data packets. Interest packets can collect security
information from all links along the transmission path, but data packets canmodify the values of velocity fijðtÞ and
position Pij at each interface along the path taken and then returned. A secure transmission method based on the

Table 1: Position velocity table

Name Interface ðIIJ Þ Position ðfijðtÞÞ Velocity ðPij)

Name A I53 I53 ðtÞ P53

I56 I56 ðtÞ P53

I59 I59 ðtÞ P53

…… …… …… ……
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highest Pij at each hop and using the PV table produced by the BSO-Content Poisoning mechanism will be
utilized to forward packets of Normal Interest to the authentic producer of the content. This will result in the
removal of malicious routers from the system. Additionally, the Interest packet may contain the hash value of
bogus Data and be used to clear bogus Data packets stored in CS.

The BSO-Content Poisoning Mitigation method has altered the Interest and Data packets. According to
Fig. 3a, interest contains information about the content’s name, selector and link. The connection stores
information about each hop that an Interest packet has taken. Additionally, false data hash values can be
employed to purge the CS of erroneous data. The data packets represented in Fig. 3b include the content name,
selector, link information and PS value. The connection information is derived from the received Interest packet
and the PS value is a path security parameter that will be explained in further detail later. By extending the
NDN Interest and Data packets that come standard, it is feasible to create lightweight Interest and Data packets.

Figure 3: Packet structure in NDN

(a) Consumer Interest Packet Activation

After receiving a Data packet, the consumer should validate its legitimacy using the BSO-Content
Poisoning Mitigation method. If the packet is genuine, nothing will happen. If this is not the case, the
consumer will construct and release an Interest packet at the start of each statistical period T to explore
plausible secure paths for the fraudulent contents discovered in the previous period using bird swarm
optimization. Interest packets are transmitted more often during a statistics period T to maintain the
connection’s velocity. Each packet of Interest will be distributed at a time interval of ta. k occurrences ta
denotes a relationship between the variables T and ta. Data packets and intermediary routers can help
reduce the overhead associated with signature verification.

(b) Interest Packet Forwarding Mechanism

Algorithm 1: Interest Packet Forwarding

Input: Interest Packet

compute trust value TVij using (1);

if (content is valid) then

normal NDN process;

else

if (interest i includes fake content) then

Delete from cache CS;

end

update Pij ) compute(3);

update PV table;

end
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When an Interest packet arrives, RTi determines what type of packet it is. If the Interest packet is valid,
RTi will correctly match the CS, PIT, PV table and FIB and perform the normal NDN procedure. Otherwise,
RTi will extract the hash value of bogus material from the Interest packet if it has not been cached in its CS.
False content is removed immediately upon discovery. This means that upon detection of poisoning, the
Interest packet can be used to instruct polluted routers to empty their cache. Then, RTi will query the PV
table for the matching content name and update the corresponding Position Pij using Eq. (3).

PijðtÞ ¼ Pijðt � 1Þ þ fijðtÞ (3)

Then, RTi will include Pij in the link information for the Interest packet and forward it to the next hop. The
mechanism for forwarding data packets at a router is depicted in Fig. 4.

(c) Producer Data Packet Activation

It is the producer’s responsibility to respond to an Interest packet with security information for the entire
transmission path. To denote the degree of safety offered by each path, we create an path state attribute called
Path state (PS) in this section that is determined using the Eq. (4):

PS ¼
P

ði;jÞ2L Pij
H

(4)

In this case, L denotes the network information contained in the Interest packet and H is the number of
hops required by the Interest packet to reach its destination. The producer will build a Data packet using the
PS and link information (extracted from the Interest packet) and forward it to the next hop using the link
information. Because the Interest packet does not generate PIT records during forwarding, the Data
packet’s link information can direct it to return to the consumer via the Interest packet’s forwarding channel.

(d) Data Packet Forwarding Mechanism

The mechanism for forwarding data packets at a router is depicted in Fig. 5. When RTi receives a Data
packet, the first thing it does is identify its kind. If the packet is a normal one, the regular NDNmethod will be
followed. Alternatively, RTi will extract the PA value from the Data packet and update fijðtÞ value by apply
the Eq. (5)

fijðtÞ ¼ fijðt � 1Þ þ B1r1ðpbestðtÞ � Pijðt � 1ÞÞþ
B2r2ðgbestðtÞ � Pijðt � 1ÞÞ þ rf

rf ¼ PS

8<
: (5)

Due to positional velocity at the end of period T, if no Data packet arrives within the statistical period
T ðrf ¼ 0Þ, fijðtÞ will equal 0. Pij will be changed in the PV table to reflect the new value of fijðtÞ
following RTi’s update. Following that, RTi will deliver the Data packet to the next hop in the network
based on the data in its link. As shown, each router can update its fijðtÞ using PS based on the safe

Figure 4: Interest packet forward process in BSO-content poisoning mitigation scheme
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condition of the entire transmission line rather than the reputation of neighbor nodes. As a result, from a
worldwide security standpoint, the proposed BSO-Content Poisoning Mitigation system can recover legal
content post poisoning. At the end of the Bird Swarm path finding statistical period T, RTi will discard all
fijðtÞ entries from the PV table but will retain Pij data.

Algorithm 2: Data Packet Forwarding

Input: Data Packet with content C

1 compute trust value TVij using (1);

2 if (content is valid) then

3 forward content C towards user according to PIT table;

4 else

5 if (C contains fake data)

6 delete from cache CS;

7 end

8 update fij ) compute(5);

9 update PV table;

10 end

4 Experimental Analysis

In this part, we compared our technique to the well-known ROM strategy, which evaluates a router’s
trust based on a “reputation” score and subsequently sends information based on the trust value. This
strategy, however, has limitations. For example, the forwarding method cannot be altered in real time in
response to other transmission nodes’ security information. This paper’s simulation is based on the open-
source ndnSIM package. This package enhanced the NS-3 based simulator by providing a modular
implementation of the NDN’s basic component. For our experimental investigation, we used Deutsches
ForschungsNetz (DFN) topology. We analyzed the performance of the BSO-Content Poisoning Mitigation
Strategy and the ROM scheme at PMR percentages of 20% and 30%. This network has three legitimate
producers and 35 legitimate clients. The network is comprised of 30 routers. Because these traffic
patterns provide a good approximation of the traffic mix, it’s safe to assume that all users transmit their
Interest packets at roughly the same average rate, with a random delay between each one. Tab. 2 contains
list of the parameters and their values.

Figure 5: Data packet forward process in BSO-content poisoning mitigation scheme
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The performance metrics used in our evaluation are listed below.

1. The elapsed time between sending an Interest packet and receiving a valid packet of data in return is
referred to as Content Retrieval Latency (CRL).

2. The ratio of poisoned or legitimate content to capacity of entire cache (PPLC) is used to determine
the success of poisoned content removal from cached content CS.

3. TheGood Cache Hit Ratio (CHR) is a measure for the effectiveness of a system in mitigating content
poisoning attempts, as it represents the total number of great contents in caches as a proportion of all
requests.

4.1 Simulation Result

4.1.1 CRL
The CRL value is utilized in this section to compare the efficiency of the BSO-Content Poisoning

Mitigation also, ROM mitigation techniques. When the PMR value is 10%, as illustrated in Tab. 3, the
ROM system takes about 0.05 s to make a safe transmission of content, but the BSO-Content Poisoning
Mitigation approach takes about 0.01 s. If the PMR is at 20%, ROM completes safe content delivery in
about 0.10 s, whereas BSO-Content Poisoning Mitigation Scheme takes approximately 0.02 s.

As seen by this result, BSO-Content Poisoning Mitigation Scheme requires less transmission delay than
ROM. Due to the fact that the Exclude packet is only an avoidance mechanism and cannot directly request
the legitimate Data packet, this is the result we get. Additionally, the ROM architecture limits the amount of
security information that each NDN router may obtain from neighboring routers, as the information is only

Table 2: Parameter description

Parameter Value

Bandwidth link in terms of Gbps 1

Content store size(content) 15

Number of content item(content) 100

Delay of link in terms of millisecond 1

Request prefix /prefix/valid

Malicious router (%) 20%, 30%

Interest rate(content/sec) 500

Simulation time(sec) 0.5

Data packet size(Kbytes) 1

Table 3: Content retrieval latency

Content ID 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Methods

BSO (PMR = 10%) 0.0101 0.0120 0.0130 0.0102 0.0111 0.0134 0.0121 0.0131 0.0120 0.0110

ROM (PMR = 10%) 0.0191 0.0121 0.0242 0.0243 0.0365 0.0467 0.0510 0.0531 0.0535 0.0554

ROM (PMR = 20%) 0.0321 0.0421 0.0542 0.0643 0.0765 0.0967 0.1010 0.1031 0.1035 0.1054

BSO (PMR = 20%) 0.0121 0.0130 0.0120 0.0112 0.0121 0.0124 0.0120 0.0145 0.0120 0.0130
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available during content acquisition. Due to the restrictions of the ROM technique, it is not possible to
modify the forwarding strategy. Because of the BSO-Content Poisoning Mitigation Scheme’s ability to
alter the formulation of a strategy in real-time depending on the sensitive information of all routers on the
data transmission, global secure content acquisition is now possible.

As a result, BSO-Content Poisoning Mitigation Scheme is more efficient and faster than the ROM
technique in obtaining valid Data packets.

4.1.2 PPLC
When PMR is 10%, the BSO-Content Poisoning Mitigation Scheme approach may reduce the value of

proportion of poisoned content cache to zero in 0.2 s, as seen in Fig. 6. However, after 0.2 s, the ROM
scheme’s poisoned content value preserves at roughly 0.3. When PMR is 20%, the proportion of
poisoned content cache of BSO-Content Poisoning Mitigation Scheme can be lowered to zero in 0.25 s,
but the proportion of poisoned content cache of the ROM scheme can only be preserves in 0.25 s around
0.6. When the PMR value is 10%, the BSO-Content Poisoning Mitigation Scheme can climb to 0.95 in
0.05 s, as illustrated in Fig. 7. However, after 0.05 s, the ROM.

Scheme’s proportion of Legitimate content cache value stabilizes around 0.7. While the proportion of
Legitimate content cache value rise up to 0.95 in 0.1 s, if the value of PMR is 20% in the BSO-Content
Poisoning Mitigation Scheme, it preserves at approximately 0.5 in the ROM system during the same time period.

Figure 6: Proportion of poisoned content in cache

Figure 7: Proportion of poisoned content in cache
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The BSO-Content Poisoning Mitigation Scheme is capable of cleaning out bogus contents held at
intermediate routers throughout the process of new routing of Interest packets, reducing attacks from
rogue routers that poison content.

Additionally, because routers cannot be promptly shut down (unlike content servers), it is difficult to
completely purge the network of illegal content. Additionally, any router can be used to distribute
fraudulent content. When the malicious node percentage is 10% or 20%, respectively, the fraction of legal
content cannot eventually stabilize at 100% and the proportion of poisoned content cannot eventually
stabilize at 0% in both methods.

4.1.3 CHR
We studied the impacts of changing the overall cache capacity from 35, 70, 105 and 140 items on the

cache hit ratio, results are shown in Tab. 4. There are 300 content items with a simulation time of 0.1 s.

As illustrated in Fig. 8, regardless of whether the PMR value is 10% or 20%, the BSO-Content
Poisoning value is greater than the ROM value. As a result, the BSO-Content Poisoning method is more
effective at purging defective content from the system than the ROM scheme, resulting in a higher good
cache hit ratio in a comparatively less amount of time.

5 Conclusion

This work is directed towards to develop a Content Poisoning Mitigation Scheme based on Birds Swarm
Optimization Algorithm in NDN. By utilizing Bird Swarm Optimization to collect sensitive information
from all routers on the transmission channel. The BSO-Content Poisoning method can help networks find
a well secure forwarding channel to reinstate legitimate data retrieval while also avoiding rogue routers.

Table 4: Cache hit ratio

CS Size 30 70 105 150
Methods

BSO (PMR = 10%) 0.901 0.921 0.961 0.972

ROM (PMR = 10%) 0.898 0.888 0.873 0.863

BSO (PMR = 20%) 0.891 0.888 0.901 0.962

ROM (PMR = 20%) 0.630 0.701 0.712 0.727

Figure 8: Cache hit ratio comparison
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Furthermore, by eliminating faulty data packets from the cache store during the path finding process, the
proposed technique can assist reduce content poisoning. Our proposed method has been compared with
the ROM Scheme using the NS-3 simulator. The simulation results demonstrate that our approach is
capable of mitigating content poisoning threats induced by malicious routers in a timely and effective
manner. BSO-Content Poisoning Mitigation Scheme is more efficient and faster than the ROM technique
in obtaining valid Data packets and resulting in a higher good cache hit ratio of 0.962 in a comparatively
less amount of time and also content retrieval time is 0.013. Our proposed method effectively keeps track
of poisoned content and eliminate those content by clearing the cache using Bird Swarm Optimization.
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